Introduction
Let G be a Lie algebra and 1( a subalgebra of G. If K is semi- simple (or at least reductive) then the finite-dimensional /l-modules are well-known. We can then pose the following question: What are the irreducible G-modules which, when regarded as a l(-module, are direct sums of irreducible finite-dimensional /{-modules? We call such modules K-finite.
This problem has been extensivel-v studied in the following special case (see e.g.
[1]- [3] , [5] , [7] ): Let '€/ be a non-compact semisimple Lie group and let l( be the maximal compact subgroup of <i. Let G (resp. K) be the Lie algebra of '1 (r:esp. ',K;. As was shor,vn by HarishChandra, studSr of unitary irreducible represeltatiotrs of 'Q in a Hilbert space leads in a natural rvav to a stud5' of irreclucible K-finite G-modules.
In this paper G is an arbitrarv (finite-dimensional) complex Lie algebra and ff is a semi-simple (or recluctive) subalgebra of G. The u'ork is divided into two parts. fn section 3 we study irreducible G-modules admitting a vector of maximal weight ,1 with respect to a Cartan s,rbalgebra f1r of G such l}'at H : K n H, is a Cartan subalgebra of K. We prove that for a »special» subalgebra K (Definition 3.7) and for any v.eight 1 such that the restriction 2]n is a dominant integral weight of 1( there exists a unique equivalence class of K-finite G-modules which have the maximal lr,eight ),.
In section 4 we study irreducible G-modules 7 rvith the help of the minimal componerrt 7*i" of Y; if x is a dominant integral rveight of K we denote b;,, T/, the sum of all irreclucible finite-climensional Kmodules in V u-hich ha'r,'e a as their maximal u-eight; by definition Proof . This is an easy consequence of Theorem 5.5, [6] . ( 0 for each of the products ,u,1,,t11o...,t1i1". Now 1,,}:1,,2...\ ),i6 and Li,*0 (z:1,2,...,k) (To:0); thus ),;1"10 arrd u,,,tl,,...xLik e '')llo. It follorvs that the generators c belong to the subalgebra C . l + Cn1Q)1lto of C; hencethisistruefor all ce C. IÄre ccnclude that the algebra CIC n1(G)')ll* is isomorphic (rvhen cr is large) to the algebra C of complex numbers ancl therefore t'here exists exactly one equivalence class of irreducible (non-zero) CIC n'E(])')ll*-modules and the dimension of such a module is equal to one. 
